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Democrats seize U.S. Senate majority
By David Harlan

Control of the United States Senate
passed to the Democratic party in
elections Tuesday. Democrats gained
eight seats in the upper house, giving
them a 55-45 majority.
Although some people might expect
a sharp swing from right to left,
Democratic Sen. Robert Byrd said a
Democratic Senate will be "moderate,
middle of the road. I'd hope we won't see
a fortress White House." (USA TODAY,
Nov. 5)
Senate commitees, which control what
comes to the floor of Senate, are chaired
by members of the majority party. These
chairmanships will pass into the hands
of Democrats for the 99th Congress.
Any future Reagan conservative
judicial appointments will be scrutinized
in the Judiciary committee, likely to be
chaired by liberal Joseph Biden of
Delaware.

Also, Reagan's foreign policies will
probably be opposed by the foreign
relations committee, with Claiborne
Pell, R.I., as chair.
The GOP held a 53-47 edge from the
Reagan-Republican landslide in 1980.
Republican incumbents lost in
Washington, Florida, Georgia, North
Carolina, Alabama, North Dakota, South
Dakota.
In Washington, former U.S. Secretary
of Transportation Brock Adams (D)
defeated incumbent Senator Slade
Gorton(R).

State by state Senate results
Washinn

Democrats also padded their majority
in the House to 259-176 with a 6-seat
gain.
All of Washington's incumbent
representatives won reelection. The
closest race was in the I st district, where
incumbent John Miller (R) was battling
Reese Lindquist (D). Lindquist did not
concede until late Wednesday morning.

Washington voters passed referendum
40, which says the state should continue
to challenge the selection process for
nuclear waste repositories.
Tacoma voters defeated a proposal to
favor a policy of no first use of nuclear
weapons.

Brock M,.s (I)) df. S]iAe Gortoi (R)
California
Alia Cr*nstoi (D) d.f. Ei Zch&u (R)
Alaska
Fr*iik Muzkowski (R) d*f G1ni O1s (D)
Idalio
Steve Syinms (R) df. Johz Ev,.ns (R)
Colorado
Timothy Vfrth (D) def. Kex Kr.mer (R)
In other issues on the ballot:

See ELECTIONS page 4

Kumalo illustrates the atrocities of apartheid
By Cyni/zia King
South Africa remains the only nation
in the world where "it is illegal not to
be a racist," according to Dumisani
Kumalo, who spoke in Kilworth Chapel
last Wednesday.
In a lilting accent, Kumalo related
statistics, stories, and anecdotes. For
instance, Kumalo says that in South
Africa it is illegal to change one's skin
color. The government has 11 categories
of racial classification. Ten of these are:
White, Colored, East Indian, African,
Japanese, Chinese, Other Color, Malay,
Other Malay, and Other.
"We have a saying in South Africa.
If you are white, you'd better be white
white," said Kumalo. "One case involved
a white South African woman who in
her teenage years, her skin started
darkening. If you are white color but in
the wrong classification, you can be
arrested because it is a crime.
"She was arrested and reclassified as
colored even though her parents could
trace their ancestry to Europe. Because
her skin had darkened, she had ceased to
be a white person.

I
I

"In fact about three years ago there
was a report in the New York Times that
she was getting married.... Because she
was a colored person her mother required
a permit (to attend the wedding) and the
permit was denied."
This kind of gross absurdity, according
to Kumalo, never stops. For instance,
Kumalo said, "White workers in South
Africa are paid at least twenty times
more than black workers. For instance,
the average wage ... excluding the mines
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for a black worker (a year ago) was $.50
per hour, and the average wage for the
white worker was $5.00 an hour.... We
are taxed at twice the rate of white
workers."

To add injury to insult, in Soweto, a
black township of 2.5 million, there are
10 doctors, one hospital and five

see Kumalo page 2

United Senate allocates funds
By Eric Gilbertson

"How many different things can it
make?" asked Senator Allison Dobbins.
"It can make milkshakes and frozen
yogurt and possibly other things," Dega
said.
The motion was called to a vote and
passed unanimously.
Senator Lisa North moved to have
ASUPS pay $75 for registration fees and
$54 ($18 per night) lodging expenses for
North to attend the NACA conference
November 6-8.
North explained that the conference
would be very beneficial for a senator,
pointing out that the conference includes
seminars on recruiting student volunteers
and on student government.

This week, Senate unanimously passed
several measures, including allocation of
up to $2752 to the Cellar. for new
equipment and $129 to Lisa North for
registration and lodging expenses for the
National Association of College
Activities (NACA) conference November
6-8.
ASUPS Vice President Mimi Dega
moved to allocate up to $2752 to the
Cellar for a new freezer (up to $2352) and
a shake machine (up to $400).
"(The Cellar) did have a freezer last year
but it just did not work, " Dega said.
"With the new shake machine, it can be
making frozen yogurt and all those fun
see Senate page 2
things. It would be a great seller."

Abortion

and other sexual controversies
Page8and9

Women's volleyball
heads for District
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dentists. The blacks are not allowed to
go to white dentists, of which there is
one per 400 whites. In the same vein,
there are three universities for 22 million
Africans, while there are 15 universities
for four million whites.
"Even T.V. in South Africa is by law
segregated. T.V. 1 is for the whites and
T.V. 2 is for the blacks," says Kumalo.
The Japanese, however, have been
fortunate in their classification. "The
government discovered that the Japanese
have a darker skin complexion than the
Chinese. However because the Japanese
have Toyotas, Suzukis, Mazdas, and
Sonys the Japanese were declared
'honorar'1 white South Africans."
"What can one do about South Africa?
It's a question I hear a lot," said Kumalo.
"There are two ways of changing South
Africa. One of the ways is economic
sanctions. The other way which can
change South Africa is to throw a bomb
on the place and hope it solves the whole
thing.

"1 believe economic sanctions and
divestment are the right things to do.
People say that 'we cannot divest because
we will lose money' but that is not
true.... (New York City) divested 1.2
billion dollars and have made (since then)
a profit of 30 million dollars."
In response to the question, "won't
divestment worsen the recession in
South Africa and actually economically
hurt the blacks?" Kumalo replied, "the
number one investing company in the
US is from South Africa. They are
pulling their investments from South
Africa, because they know it is falling
apart, and putting millions into the
United States.
"The recession in South Africa is
caused by apartheid. Apartheid makes
South Africa into a beauracracy and all of
the contry's energy goes into watching
that blacks don't go in a white door.
South Africa is unstable and businesses
and companies don't want to invest in
instability."
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Compiled by Rich Waymire
An East-West conference on the Helsinki accords opened Tuesday with the U.S.
and other western nations accusing the Soviet Union of wide-spread human rights
violations. The meeting was orignially designed to help ease tensions between
the superpowers.
Gorbachev said he favors another U.S.-Soviet summit, but it must be based on
the "indispensable understanding" that it be productive and take into account the
progress made at last month's meeting in Iceland.
Top-ranking Pakistani officials have rejected claims supported by classified U.S.
intelligence reports that they are developing an atomic bomb. Officials here worry
that if Pakistan obtained the bomb, they may be tempted to use it on long-time
rival India.
The pro-Iranian Islamic Jihad group released American hospital administrator
David Jacobsen in West Beirut last weekend. The freeing of Jacobsen, who is said
to be in good health, was credited to the efforts of Terry Waite, an Anglican
Church envoy.
The U.N. Oeneral Assembly approved a resolution which called on the U.S. to
comply with a World Court ruling in June which ordered this country to end
support for Nicaraguan rebels, known as Contras.

SIGN UP FOR COLLEGE BOWL
Sign-ups for the College Bowl intramural tournament have now begun. Get a team
cf five players (four plus one alternate) and sign up. Sign up sheets are available in
the Student Programs Office (SUB 204) at the College Bowl/Games desk. The toç
five players from the intramural tournament will go on to represent UPS at the
regional and national College Bowl competition. The top teams will receive prizes
to be announced later. For more information, call Paul Sherman at x3367.
UPS HOSTS THEOLOGY DAY 1986
Tuesday, November 11, will be Theology Day 1986. The campus welcomes 16
seminaries and graduate schools of theology and the Board of Global Ministries in a
day long program for persons considering a church related career and/or graduate
studies in religion. Individual events begin at 2pm and conclude by 9pm, all in the
SUB. For further information call the Chaplain's office at x3363.
LEARN ABOUT THE DYNAMICS OF PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS
The Counseling Center is offering a four week co-ed group to explore issues and
emotions surrounding all aspects of relationships. Whether starting, ending,
struggling, or enjoying a relationship, we will share and learn from one another
about the dynamics involved. The group will meet Thursdays from 4-5:30pm in the
SUB starting November 13. If interested, please call the Counseling Center at
x3372.
FALL LITERARY COMPETITION ANNOUNCED
The Caddo Writing Center has announced its fourth annual Fall Literary
Competition. The competition is open to all poets, fiction, and non-fiction writers,
whether previously published or not. Categories are poetry, essay, and fiction, with
three $200 prizes to be awarded for poetry, one $400 prize for essays, and one $500
prize for short fiction to be awarded. Entry fees are $10 for four poems, two
non-fiction entries, or two short stories. The deadline for entries is midnight,
January 12, 1987. Entries should be mailed to Caddo Writing Center, Contesi
Committee, P.O. Box 37679, Shreveport, LA 71133.
LAA TO CONSTRUCT EL SALVADOR PROPOSAL
Gustavo Acosta, a delegate of the FMLN/FDR, which is part of the rebel guerilk
force in El Salvador, will speak at 8pm today in Kilworth Chapel. His focus wil
be current issues in El Salvador and how to bring peace with justice to the country
Next Tuesday, in Library 217, Latin American Awareness is meeting to construct
peaceful proposal to the problems in El Salvador to present Acosta.

California voters passed an initiative making English the official language of the
state, receiving 73% of the vote. This vote is expected to have major repercussions
in many other states, especially those on the Mexican border.

Senate

Continued from front page

"I think it's very important for at least attend the NACA conference November 6.
one person (to go)," North added.
Senator Lisa Davenport moved to
"Is there some way to relay some appoint Chris Chapman as the student
things you learn back to us?" asked representative to the Faculty Student Life
Senator Mike Korch. Committee.
"Yes," North said. "I'll give you guys a
"We were looking at past things that
report (on the conference)."
(the candidates) had done as well as
Senators Lawrence Neville and Bryan personal qualities," Davenport said. "There
Kean brought up concerns about giving were two other candidates that could be
individuals funding for conferences, saying argued as being more qualified, but Chris
that such allocations are against ASUPS came in and gave a very honest, up front
budget guidelines. But Dega put the interview and we were all very impressed
matter to rest, explaining that "this is not with him."
"Outside of UPS, he has a number of
against any budget guidelines."
The motion to grant North the $129 very strong accomplishments, "Davenport
was called to a vote and passed added. "We felt that he could give a
unanimously. different outlook on the committee as an
off-campus student."
LEr 'to.)
With no debate from other senators, the
'rc f't
OM.."t
measure
was called to a vote and passed
cLx
&E U$ 7$c
unanimously.
In other business, Senate unanimously
voted to reimburse each of the male Spirit
Squad members $32 for the rugby shirts
they purchased with the stipulation that
the shirts become ASUPS property, that
they are worn only at officially sponsored
athletic events, and that they are dry
cleaned and repaired before being turned in.
Senate also approved an allocation of
On a similar issue, Senate allowed $80 for a parachuter to drop from the sky
"Popular Entertainment conference fees to and deliver the game ball at the Student
go in the red $50," stated in Senate bill Appreciation Day football game this
#8607, so that a committee member may Saturday.
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Mortar Board gathering draws five schools
By Kent Pearson
Mortar Board, the senior college honor
society on campus, kicked off the year
on October 24 and 25 by hosting a
section meeting for Mortar Board
representatives from five Northwest
universities.
Representatives from Mortar Board
chapters at the University of
Washington, the University of Oregon,
Oregon State University, and Willamette
met here Friday night and Saturday
morning to share ideas and discuss issues
facing their individual chapters, while
joining together in a social atmosphere.

According to Mortar Board Programs
Director Yumi Kawaji, the conference

was an opportunity to learn from the
experiences of other chapters.
"We're all busy people," Kawaji said,
"but dealing with people at the
conference made me realize that members
are promoting the reasons we were
elected to Mortar Board."
Mortar Board is not simply an
honorary, but an honor society dedicated
to service to the university community.
Last year the Mortar Board chapter at
this university recognized an outstanding
freshman, sophomore, junior, and faculty
member on campus, and sponsored a
blood drive, among other activities.
Last Saturday, Mortar Board helped
sponsor "The Romantic Period of
Music" symposium along with the
University of Puget Sound School of
Music. The group is also volunteering
to do phonecalling for Admissions.
While first created as a women's honor
society, the nationwide organization now
recognizes both men and women of
senior standing under the motto
"scholarship, leadership, and service."

PROS ITO
Italian
Cuisine
Introducing.
LITE LUNCH SPECIALS
8 oz. Steak and Pasta
Your choice only
Canneloni
Manicotti
Linguini with Pesto
Fettucini with Chicken, Shrimp, or Scallops

REGGAE with

Wh

Prositos Presents

ki

Interested juniors or individuals with
events that need a sponsor may contact
Suzie Hall or Yumi Kawaji with
questions and suggestions.

Never too old to play
By Helen Doirnas

Football players playing with toys?
Not a typical sight, but last Sunday in a
SUB meeting room there he was, a
football player, playing with a brightly
colored toy.
The Discovery Toys party was
sponsored by Circle K, which earned
commissions by selling the toys. The
toys they received as their commissions
may go to foster children in the Tacoma
area for Christmas.
According to Alicia Paulson, vice
president of Circle K, "There weren't as
many people as we thought there'd be."
Those that were there, however,
expressed enjoyment.
"It was fun to play with the toys,"
said one student.
Toys varying from puzzles, to games,
to trigrit1y colored squeeze toys for
babies were set up at several tables. This
arrangement offered a "hands-on"
experience.

'EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

I

According to Judy McLean, president
of Circle K, children can use the toys in
a number of ways to develop perceptual,
cognitive, social, emotional, and motor
skills.
Circle K is an international
organization which promotes service and
leadership. The organization is affiliated
with the Kiwanis, and is a member of
the K family.

Other projects Circle K is involved
with include trips to Mary Bridge once a
month, fruit baskets for students in the
spring, and support groups for the
parents of visually impaired children.
sniitntnetutnuutnttttHii!ttiftnttultntetteutttslt

TYPING
WORD

BEAT THE STRESS OF
FINALS

PROCESSING

Louise Peterson

STUDENT DISCOU

Licensed Massage Practitioner

272-9213

Pick-up And Delivery Available
call BOBBI

ph. 272-6651

Gift Certificates and Housecalls

.....

Available

7406 27th st. W. Tacoma

WOLFF TANNING
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members.

N/ill_I 1N-JI

Includes Soup or Salad and Freshly Baked Bread
Available 11 am to 31)m Daily

TONIGHT

The organization consists of 32
members chosen for their scholastic
achievement, positions of leadership, and
campus involvement. Juniors submit an
application in the spring to the current
members, who then select 32 new

ill
HAIR DESIGN

dø V"fr
41

PROGRESSIVE HAIR WORKS
756-9332

611 SOUTH PROCTOR
TACOMA, WA 96405

SEBASTIAN
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Elections

Continued from front page
Across the nation, voter turnout was
less than 40%. At UPS voter turnout
was even lower.
0143 UPS students surveyed, only 10
t.d. Of those who voted, 3 voted in
Washington, 3 in Oregon, 2 in
California and one each in Idaho and
Alaska.
5 of the students who voted did so
along Repulican party lines, 3 voted
independent and 2 Democratic.
6 students said they didn't even know
who had won.
Reactions to the results of the election
were varied.
"The Democrats have an eight seat
majority in the Senate right now," said
sophomore Lloyd Aldrich, "and I'm
pretty excited about that because I'm one
of the few, the proud, the
remaining Democrats on
campus!"
"I think it's great," said ASUPS
Senator sophomore Lawrence Neville. "I
think it's going to put Contra aid in
jeopardy and I love that."
"It's big trouble for supply-side
Reaganomics," said senior Steve Lee.
Students also had negative reactions to
the results.
"I think we're going down hill slowly
but surely," said freshman Eric Barkman.
"I think that the Democrats gaining
control of the Senate signals a lot of
problems to come for the Republicans,"
said junior Glen Kuper, "especially for
the Presidential election coming up in a
couple of years."
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Director of Security Bruce Sadler reported, "No significant
crimes occurred in the last week. Security has increased
patrols. Students have also called in reporting suspicious
persons, which helps reduce the chance of crime. Security
appreciates your support in a university-wide effort to
reduce crime."

This hol*Y season,
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wt the 'Write Stuff'
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Delivery
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WITH THE
PURCHASE OF
ANY LARGE
3 ITEM PIZZA

Specia lists
302 Center Street & Union

627-8844

FREE
1 2" 1 ITEM
PIZZA

Phone
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

EXP

15 Popular Items
Canadian Bacon
Fresh Sausage
Beet
Mushrooms
Onions
Green Peppers
Pepperoni
Tomatoes

Pineapple
Jalapenos
Olives, Salami
Bacon Bits
Thick Crust
Extra Cheese
'Shrimp
'Two Items

ONLY
$9.00

i

Large 16"
Peppersrr& Sausage
Crust
PLUS
2 Free 32 Oz. Pops
wUS Thick

Prices
Cheese
I tern
2 Items
3 Items
4 Items
6 Items
5
Per Item Alter 6

&

$

12"
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
1 0.00
1.00

$

14"
6.75
8.00
9.25
10,50
ii .75
13.00
1.25

$

16"
7.50
9.00
10.50
12.00
13.50
15.00
1.50

Buy 5 Items ... Get the 6th Free

Ptrone_.__________
Name
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

EXP

FEAST
FOR 4

•

&

at the right pncu.
Now YOU can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
M ac i nt os hTh personal computer, and all the
un/v extras.
We call it the Macintosh "lWiie Stuff"
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9, 1987, you'll receive
a bundle of extras—and save 250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, voull also get an Image Writer 10 II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you'll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker contaming an 80,000 word dictionary

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What's more, there's a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M. °
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you've graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

with opt hIllS for

Buya 16'
3 hem Pizza
3 Ots. 01 Coke
for Only

$9.95
Reg, $12.00

You get $2.05
OFF!
Phone__,
Name
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

EXP

FREE
Microcomputer Center
Howarth Room 204

2 WITH A LARGE
1 WITH A SMALL OR MEDIUM

WITH PIZZA PURCHASE
FREE 32 OZ. COKE
..unday Thursday ..... ii :00 am. . 1 '00 am.
Friday & Saturday ...... it 00 am. - t :30 am.

ALWAYS HAD IT!
ALWAYS WILL!
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Tacoma Actors Guild presents Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

Take this trip on a blvd. of broken dreams
a
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By Rich Underhill

The Tacoma Actors Guild's second
production of the season, Who's Afraid
of Virginia Woolf? , is another winner.
The play gives an interesting insight
into the world of people whose dreams
are left unfulfilled. The actors do a
spectacular job, leaving the audience
spellbound for the duration of the play.
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? is a
drama set in the home of George and
Martha. Martha is the daughter of the
president of a small New England
college, and George is an Associate
Professor of History at the college. The
couple comes home late one evening
after a party at the college where they
have met the new, young Biology
instructor (Nick) and his wife (Honey).
Martha has invited Nick and Honey over
for a drink (or twelve).
As George and Martha wait for Nick
and Honey to arrive, they start a fight
that will continue until the end of the
play. George and Martha drag out the
innermost corners of their personal lives,
including all of their unfulfilled dreams,
for the young couple and the audience to
hear. In addition, George and Martha also
rip their guests apart.
The journey down the boulevard of
broken dreams lasts over three hours and
probably would have lost the audience in
its constant fighting and bickering if it
hadn't been for the brilliance of the
actors.
Especially good is Lori Larsen as
Martha. She steals the show at times
with her rages and sexual ploys. Larsen
gives Martha the loudness and bitchiness
that her character needs. She is also very

funny at times, and her sense of timing
takes her character, and the whole
production, to a higher dimention.
Rick Tutor also portrays George with
competence. Tutor is at his best when
the battles are at their peak. His timing
is fabulous, as he is on top of every
change in his character's mood and
mental state.
Gregg Loughridge plays Nick, and he
also has moments of magic. Loughridge
is especially good when he is alone on
stage with Larsen, dealing with her
sexual advances as best he can.
Susan Ronn, as Honey, is very subtle
in the role of this wimpy and not-

so-smart girl. Fortunately, she does not
overplay Nick's annoyingly simpleminded wife.
The heavy drama is often laced with
humor, which also adds another level to
the story. All of the humorous remarks
are based on a truth and really means
something to the characters on the stage.
Each barb gives the audience another
facet of the problem or situation, while
keeping the play from running the
arguments into the ground.
One thing is for sure: after seeing this
production, one will not just walk away
and forget it. The conflicts and characters
remain with the viewer after he has left

the theatre, a sure sign that this
emotional drama is eye-opening and well
worth seeing.
****
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
continues Tuesdays through Sundays
until November 22. Performances start at
8 pm. Ticket prices range $8-$16, but
rush tickets for students and seniors are
available on the night of the
performance. Call the box office at
272-2145 for more information.

Catscapture
Kids , artistic
attention
By Sally Eames

The culprit has left footprints leading
down the stairs. Or were they pawprints?
The sleuth cautiously followed the
tracks, curious as to where they might
lead. What a surprise met her eyes as she
rounded the last corner and entered the
basement. Cats were everywhere! Big
ones, small ones, paper mache, plastic,
wooden, stone, stuffed and mummified
felines filled the rooms.
This is the scene in the Children's
Gallery of the Tacoma Art Museum on
the corner of 12th and Pacific Ave. The
Gregg Loughridge (Nick) holds a frenzied Lori Larsen (Martha) in the Tacoma
exhibit's entitled "Cats" and is just that.
Actors Guild's production of "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
It is a delightful assortment of kitty
collectibles and feline paraphernalia
The basement has been divided into
sections, each containing various types
of cat articles.
WFECTIONA TE, PRETTY, SPA YEL
There is a long hallway lined, on one
FEMALE CAT
side, by cat drawings, and on the other
SHE NEEDS A GOOD HOME!
by glass casefuls of cat dolls, figurines,
Call EXT. 3176
See CATS page 7

DON'T NISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY TO TALK

a

$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remailing letters from home!
Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for information/application:
Associates, Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203

0

a
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Each year we hire a select grou7 of entry level accountants, auditos
and budget analysts for a two year developmental training program that
leads to responsible decision-making positions in financial management.
Liberal arts and other majors are strongly encouraged to apply for budget
analyst positions. Accountants and auditors need 24 hours of accounting.
We will be on campus on November10, 1986. Check with your Placement Office for time and place.
Come talk with us or write for more information:

COMPTROLLER OF THE NAVY
Office of Career Management, Code NCF-3
Crystal Mall #3, Room 119, Washington, D.C. 20376-5001

e'
THE

cog'

(202) 695-3587
Application deadi ne February 1, 1987
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER . U S CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

THE FUTURE IS IN

INTERNA1IONAL BUSINESS
A representative will be on campus
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1986
to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY
u

U

THUNDERBiRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
GLENDALE, ARIZONA 8530

Interviews may be scheduled at
CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER

What's happening...
In the area
TACOMA LITTLE THEATRE PRESENTS SLY FOX: Weekends
November 7 through 22 and a matinee on Sunday, November 9; Tacoma Little
Theatre, 210 So. I St., Tacoma; 8 pm; $6-$7, with a student discount available.
TACOMA ACTORS GUILD PRESENTS WHO'S AFRAiD OF
VIRGINIA WOOLF? Continuing through November 22; 1323 So. Yakima,
Tacoma; Performances Tuesday-Sunday at 8 pm; $8-S 16, with student and senior
rates available.
THE LOST VOYAGE OF LAPEROUSE
EXHIBIT: Continuing
through April 12,1987; Burke Museum, University of Washington, Seattle;
Monday-Friday 10 am-5:30 pm, Sunday 9 am- 4:30 pm; free, but donations are
appreciated.
The exhibit reveals some of the wonders and dangers of 18th-Century Pacific
Exploration.
GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE'S ARTIST AND
SPEAKERS SERIES PRESENTS RICHARD LEAKEY: November 13;
Green River Community College; 7:30 pm; call 833-9111 for more information.
Richard Leakey has discovered evidence of intelligent human life at least three
million years old.

On camP us
THE INSIDE THEATRE PRODUCTION OF YOU CAN'T TAKE
PERFORMED:
November
WILL
BE
IT WITH YOU
6,7,8,13,14,15,20,21, and 22; Inside Theatre; 8 pm; $3 students and seniors,56
general.
ART ASSOCIATION SPEAKER: Al Eggers; November 6; Kittredge,
room 111; 7 pm.
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS EAST OF EDEN: November 7-9;
McIntyre 006; Friday and Saturday 6 pm and 10 pm, Sunday 6 pm; $1 with
student ID.
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE:
November 7-9; McIntyre 006; Friday and Saturday 8 pm and 12pm, Sunday 8 pm;
$1 with student ID.

MUSIC OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: November 7; Jacobsen
Recital Hall; 8 pm; free.
Leonard Stein, one of the world's leading authorities on Arnold Schoenberg and
his music, will headline the evening.

You Can't Takeft With You
SI

The UPS Inside Theatre presents the comedy "You Can't Take It With You" by
Moss hart and George S. Kaufman. The play includes a large cast of Puget Sound
students as well as members of the local acting community. 1 he show opens
Thursday, November 6 and runs November 7, 8, 13, 14, 15, 20, 21, and 22.
Curtain is at 8 pm.

ciir'iPUS FIL1S Presents:
James Dean in

times:
fri, sat
& sun
Fast o
6 and 10
and
8 and 12
ShOW
(double feature prices) no late
sun

NeHt Week: R Little Romance and The Cartoon Fest

Meet the N0ID He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.
With one call to Domino's
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!
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PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

0. STEVENSf
M,
752-9653

mt

Our drivers carry less than $20.00
Limited delivery are..

1986 Dominos P,zza. Inc.

I.
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AIDS edipses traditional STDs,
often than usual. 75% of all cases show to have torgotten about Herpes, but it is
no symptoms.
still a problem.

By Katie de Gutes

1

0

Since the rapid outbreak of AIDS there
has been little attention devoted to other
sexually transmissible diseases (Sm).
According to Planned Parenthood
Federation of Affierica, last year alone,
over six million Americans were infected
with sexually contracted diseases.
Among these diseases are Chiamydia,
Gardnerella, Gonorrhea, and Herpes
Simplex Type II.
A person can, however, also be
infected as a result of poor health, low
resistance, poor nutrition, or a variety of
other causes and then spread the disease
to a sexual partner.
Some common "myths" about STDs:
because I
"I am immune to an
have had it before."
You are never immune to an STD.
The infections are not like the measles or
the mumps.
"I don't have any symptoms,
therefore I must be alight."
Just because you have no symptoms
does not mean you are safe. A recent
Department of Social and Health
Services study estimates that there are
600,000 women unaware that they are
infected with Gonorrhea.
"I can't have that because I already
have something else."
It is possible to have diseases
concurrently, especially if you are
suspected of carrying Gonorrhea ot
Syphillis.

Treatment:
Oral Tetracycline.
Gardnerella:
A common infection for college
women, as it is possible to contract due
to stress and poor nutrition.
Symptoms:
Heavy and unusual discharge.
Irritation (burning, itching).
Treatment:
Anti-biotics--either metronidazole or
ampicillin.

Gonorrhea:
Often called the 'Clap,' Gonorrhea is
especially dangerous because it is highly
contagious and often goes undetected in
women. If untreated, Gonorrhea can lead
to PID (Pelvic Inflammatory Disease) in
women with possible subsequent
sterility. Heart trouble and arthritis are a
problem for both sexes.
Symptoms:
80% of infected women show no
symptoms because the infection is in the
cervix. Those that do show symptoms
may exhibit one or several of the
following: green-yellow discharge; pains
in the lower abdomen; burning and
urinating more often usual, somtimes
with pus or blood in the urine; pain in
the pelvic area. Men, pain and burning
during urination. Symptoms in men
usually appear 3-5 days after contracting
the disease.
Chiamydia Infections:
Until University of Washington Treatment:
A series of shots of penicillin.
completed recent studies, this STD has
gone largely unnoticed. Because
Chlamydia infections usually show no Herpes Simplex Type II:
Herpes was the "big scare" of the late
symptoms, sexually active women
should be checked regularly, as untreated
70's and early '80's. People became
infections can lead to sterility in women. selective about their sexual partners, as
Herpes was recuring and incurable.
Symptoms:
Slight discharge; painful intercourse Now, with the AIDS scare, people seem
for women. Burning and urinating more

Symptoms:
Most women infected for the first time
show no sypmtoms. When symptoms
are present (in men and women), they are

in the form of one or several small,
painful, fluid-filled external or internal
blisters. Once the external blisters
break open, they be come painful, open
sores.
Treatment:
Th ere is no known cure.
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ACROSS

--will return next week

1 Vipers
5 Torrid

TANE $1.50

12 Young horse
13 Anger
14 Unit of Italian
currency
15 Handles
17 Unit of currency

PER
VISIT!!

HOLIDAY PACKAGE

The Downtown Hair Co.
1127 Broadway Plaza

Tacoma, WA
3

*5728208*
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D 1984 UnIted Feature syndicate

The Clues
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and Style
*Facial and Make-up
*Manlcure
*5 Tanning Sessions
All for $35
A Savings of Almost $30

Call Today

Offer Good Thru Jan. 87

19 Look fixedly
20 Darts off
21 Pierce
23 Memorandum
24 Be in debt
26 Pattern
28 Haul
31 Hebrew letter
32 Falsehood
33 Concerning
34 Pekoe, e.g.
36 Sows
38 Conducted
39 Permits
41 New England
university
43 Cubic meter
45 Smallest
number
48 Ricochets
50 Mendicant
51 Academic
subjects

lllliuujli1111 Ini1ilhiluiilI

DOWN
3 Gratify
4 Begin
5 Towel
inscription
6 Either's partner
7 Spread for
drying
8 Apportion
9 Berth
10 Unruly child
11 Organs of
hearing
16 Athletic group
18 Ancient Greek
coin
22 Tree trunks
23 In want
24 Choose
25 Tiny
27 Expire
29 Native metal
30 Marry
35 Puts on one's
guard
36 Stalk
37 Transaction
38 Organized
group
40 Worn away
42 Lawful
43 Mark left by
wound
44 Plant of arum
family
46 Girl's name
47 Snare
49 Algonquian
Indian
50 Lad
53 Procee d

52 Time gone by
54 Subtle
emanation
55 Flower
56 Shy
57 Jump
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FE URES
Abortion compels some definite choices
AT

By Katie de Gutes
Abortion--it is indeed a controversial
issue that does not easily lend itself to
the typical liberal-arts-fireside discussion.
And since the 1973 decision of Roe
vs. Wade, the argument has become
increasingly explosive, as is evident by
the numbers of abortion clinic bombings
that occurred in 1985, and the numbers
of picketers, outside of Planned
Parenthood of Pierce County, that can
be seen on any given day.
"I think what angers me the most
about anti-abortionists," said Sally
Perkins, Executive Director of Planned
Parenthood of Pierce County, "is that
they force their views on others, saying,
'Abortion is wrong for all women.' The
women who are pro-choice are not
advocating that all women have
abortions, just that they have the right 1.0
choose."
Indeed, Perkins seems to be correct. A
common misconception that groups like
the National Right to Life Committee
have about organizations like Planned
Parenthood, is that they simply promote

abortions, rather than other measures
such as birth control.
"We (Planned Parenthood) see abortion
as one of the last options. We counsel
each patient ... about a variety of
choices ... and out biggest campaign is to
(advocate) birth control," said Perkins.
The arguments are violent and often
seemingly never ending. Below are
some reasons why Planned Parenthood
believes abortion should be legal and
why the Christian Action Council (a
right to life organization) believes
abortion should be illegal.

opportunties open to her. Feminists
have striven hard to earn gains for
women; if forced to carry a baby to term,
a woman's economic and personal
freedom can be snubbed.
"A woman is more than a fetus."
A fetus is more than a "person that is
indistinguishable from the rest of us."
"Compulsory pregnancy laws are
incompatible with a free society." No
explanation is needed here, I am sure.
"Every child,a wanted child." If
women are forced to carry an unwanted
child, there is a good chance that child
will wind up being neglected or abused.
"Outlaw abortion and more
Planned Parenthood:
"Legal Abortions protect women's children will bear children." Like it or
health." If abortions are outlawed, not, teen pregnancy is commonplace in
argues Planned Parenthood, women will the '80's. If a child is forced to have her
still continue to seek them when they baby, it can cut her education short and
feel it is necessary. If not available, create another dependent of the welfare
they will resort to drastic measures, such system. According to a Department of
Social and Health Services study, only
as back-alley abortions.
Laws against abortion kill women. 3% of babies born to teen mothers are
"Being a mother is just one option given up for adoption. Of those that
for a woman." Whereas 20 years ago a choose to marry and try to forge a
woman was expected to become a family, 60% end in divorce within 6
mother, now there are a wide range of years.

The Christian Action Council:
Abortion is always wrong.
"Regardless of circumstances," says a
Christian Action Council pamphlet,
"every abortion kills a pre-born human
being, who is made in the image of
God."
Women who seek abortions are in
need of spiritual counselling. Women
are in a spiritual crisis as well as a
physical one. "Jesus Christ desires to
meet them all," says the pamphlet.
Abortion is court-sanctioned
murder. The un born does not receive
any civil rights because they are not
considered "whole" persons. Yet, the
Bible says that a human being exists
from the moment of conception. God
has created him, there are no accidents.
-

For more information contact Planned
Parenthood, 572-2988; or UPS Health

Services.
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AIDS

Publl*c fears new age plague

10

An A.I.D.S. (Aquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome) forum was held
in the Kilworth Chapel Lounge on
Saturday, October 25th at the University
of Puget Sound campus.
President Phibbs welcomed the
participants of the forum (approximately
seventy-five 01 students and others from
the general university public), and voiced
his concern for the anxiety and hysteria
regarding AIDS.
Dr. Wayne Dodge, M.D., a family
practitioner, addressed the audience with
the medical aspects of AIDS.
Dr. Dodge emphasized the four forms
of contraction: 1) sexual (genital)
contact; 2) the sharing of bloodcontaminated needles between drug users
and the re-use of blood-contaminated
needles in some third-world countries; 3)
the use of contaminated blood products;
and 4) the passing of AIDS from a
mother to her child during pregnancy,
deliveiy, ai4lor breast feeding.
Dodge voiced concern for proper
education concerning the contraction of
the disease, and the elimination of some

myths surrounding the subject.
One fact he stressed was the
significantly low risk of contraction
when performing cardio-pulmunary
resuscitation (CPR), as the nature of the
contact is not involved enough to pass
the infected blood from mouth-to-mouth
during resiscitation.
The Human Rights Commission has
recognized and defined AIDS to be a
disability, and this is legally noted.
There have been 13 official cases
accepted by the Commission. One case
involves the refusal of a roofing
company to deliver their products to a
Seattle bathhouse.
The case was settled in favor of the
bathhouse.
Some of the pending cases involve the
employment of positive-tested
employees, the removal of AIDS victims
from their homes, and questions
concerning insurance coverage for people
with the disease.
William Etynre of Social Workers
Northwest spoke at'oui tie psychological
aspects of AIDS and AIDS victims.
Etynre pointed out various emotional
reactions including fear, shame, anger,

and inner strength.
when Tim, a resident of Bremerton,
He also spoke about the lack of
Washington and an victim of the disease,
compassion and understanding toward
spoke.
those who have AIDS, and about
"It has been a nightmare," said Tim.
patients who have been refused
Tim
was diagnosed as having AIDS on
treatment.
May
31, 1985.
Jack Jourden, of the Tacoma-Pierce
County Health Department, cited
informative statistics on the disease:
He has received two letters from his
There are 19 reported cases in Pierce
mother and one phone call from his
County, which has a population of sister, and hopes "that they will come
around."
520,000; there are 317 reported cases in
the State of Washington; and 26,000
He has been alienated by his friends,
current cases in the United States.
The Health Department predicts that forced to live on Social Security
by 1991 there will be 2,000 cases in the payments and food coupons, and treated
to the "ignorance of the orderlies at his
State of Washington, and 150 cases in
area hospital who refused to enter his
Pierce County alone.
room to serve and remove his food trays.
The high risk category, the gay/
Tim has had three of his friends die
bisexual community, makes up 84% of
from AIDS in the past 30 days.
the 317 cases in Washington, and
intravenous drug users make up 10% of
those 317 cases.
Of the 6,000 AIDS cases diagnosed in
the United States between January and
For more information contact UPS
June of 1986, 32% of these people have Health Services; or call 1-800(lied.
342-AIDS.
A personal and humanistic perspective
was presented to the audience first hand
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A rn u n s tro s ity of a rriov ie
By Amy Driskell
Anyone who missed last weekend's
midnight Campus Film, "Munsters Go
Home", missed a hum dinger piece of
cinematic art. A serious humdinger.
It all begins when Herman Munster
(magnificently portrayed by Fred
Gwynne) receives a telegram reporting
the death of his uncle, Cavenaugh
Munster of Shroudshire.
The whole Munster family, Herman,
Lily, Marilyn, Eddie, and Grandpa pack
up and depart for Shroudshire. By boat,
naturally. This unique mode of transport
creates a setting fruitful for whacky
capers and zany antics.
Grandpa accidentally turns into a wolf
and terrorizes the ship. And a situation
for slapstick isn't avoided. Marilyn meets a young rich
Englishman, Roger Moresby, and,
predictably falls head-over-heels. Gotta
have that romance.
This young English gentleman, (Wait!
Isn't that the Sergeant from CHiPs, only
with more hair?), played by Robert Pine,
successfully woos Marilyn.
The Munsters eventually reach
England, to be greeted by their freaky
relatives, Aunt Effigy, and her children,

Freddie and Grace. These English
Munsters are bent out of shape because
Freddie didn't inherit the estate. (He was
considered mentally incompetent).
With coaching from a mysterious
figure, the Griffin, they attempt to scare
Herman and Co. back to America. When
this fails, and Herman and Granpa
uncover a counterfeiting operation in the
dungeons of Munster Hall, the only
alternative is to murder Herman. (Where
else could the plot go?)
The annual Shroudshire road race
fortunately takes place at this particular
time of year, and becomes the vehicle for
the rest if the plot.
The still mysterious Griffin chooses
the road race as the perfect opportunity to
bump off Herman.
Just to keep the suspense from
becoming too excruciating for you... the
Griffin's plan is foiled. The bad guys,
Aunt Effigy and her evil brood, are
caught. The Griffin's identity is revealed.
(The only twist in the plot. But no, I
can't reveal everything). Herm.n lives
on, to return to America, and television.
(Whew!)

Further along the room is a glizty,
orange and black, tiger-striped jackel
with a tail. This eye-catching piece is on
loan to the gallery from Michael Red
Earth.
Nearby is the Cat Tree of Fame.
Adorning its roots and branches are such
famous felines as Alice in Wonderland's
Cheshire Cat, Puss in Boots, the Three
Little Kittens (mittens included) and, in
an odd twist, the Three Blind Mice cower
in the corner. All of these were also
created by students from Charles Wright.
One other section of the exhibit, and
certainly one of the best, is Cat Alley.
Walking down this dark, narrow city
alley, the visitor is surrounded by tall
buildings and cats. Cats of all sizes and
colors peer out of windows and garbage
cans and stare from ledges, with glowing
eyes, casually observing the intruders in
their darkened world.
This exhibit is fun, as well as
educational and should not be missed.
"Cats" will be appearing at the museum
until May 31, 1987, and visitors will be
glad they made the trip. The mystery and
fun, as well as the beauty of cats, has
been beautifully captured by the
fascinating and varied objects of art, all
dedicated to our purring companions.

CATS

continued from page 5
and other kitten treasures. These include
Japanese and Chinese cat art as well as
cat poetry by T.S. Eliot and other
well-known authors.
Another feature of "Cats" is the
Egyptian section. The ancient Egyptians
worshipped cats, and this area is based on
that theme.
Part of the Egyptian section is
decorated as a tomb including Egyptian
style wall paintings featuring felines and
large cat figures created by art students
from Culver Park High School. The
exhibit even features a glass case
containing a mummified cat and a
mummified bird (to keep the cat from
being hungry in the afterlife).
The largest part of the Cats exhibit
contains all types of cat "art." Students
from Charles Wright Academy made
papier mache cats that are scattered about
the room. These figures are fun and
exciting and add life and character to the
whole exhibit. One playful kitten lies
on its back, wrapped up in a game with a
ball of yarn, and kittens hanging from
the ceiling threaten to pounce on
unsuspecting visitors.

3022 North 26th St.
(OffProctor)
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"Come and draw on our tablecloths"
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Hot Bun Eastern Style Sandwiches
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Tacoma
Dome

UPS SPECIAL
Thursday Evening
7-llpm

Dome
Parking

.25 BEER
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2'22 East 26th Street
7'Iwne 2720765
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Live Music with
JO11*I C1OL1P1

Z
I
Open Dafly 9:00am-1 1:00pm

S'!ndayS...

LIVE JAZZ from 7-1 1

•1

*SUNSET PHILLY STEAK SANDWICH 3.75
fried green peppers & onions I sauteed mushroms
*SAUSAGE (MILD ITALIAN) SANDWICH 3.25
in a mild red sauce
*SUNSET SUB SANDWICH 4.25
choice of turkey, ham, roast beef
corned beef, pastrami,
hot French or sourdough
with lettuce, tomato & dressing

VI

SI

CUP OF SOUP or CURLY FRIES

BREAD SANDWICH 2.25
served open face, 2 cheeses, salami,
pepperoni

'I

- * ALSO MANY OTHERS INCLUDING OUR SPECIALTY...
3.50large
Mississippi Gumbo (Daily) 1 .75smaII

Espresso Bar * Large Screen TV * Electronic Darts

'I
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Logs hope' to extend streaksl
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By Scott Minnix
An acrobatic catch by Jack Jones with
45 seconds left in the game gave UPS a
20-17 come-from-behind victory over
Central Washington University last
weekend. Though the Logger offense
sputtered for most of this see-saw
contest, Steve Burrato and company
needed just 48 seconds, and five plays to
drive 68 yards for the final score.
UPS is now 4-3 overall and has a
three-game winning streak. They have
leveled their Columbia Football League
Northern record to 2-2, and have kept
alive hopes of finishing second in the
division.
Brian Hammock , a Junior defensive
back, commented on Jones's great catch,
"The defense got the ball back to the
offense and we had to get something
going. We kind of expect those types of
things (catches) from J.J. He is a
big-play type of guy. I am glad he is on
our team."
The play of the offensive line deserves
to be commended. They gave great pass
protection and opened holes for the
running backs. Mike Oliphant had
another big day at the office. He rushed

for 140 yards on 17 carries, scoring on a
71-yard run early in the second half.
The Loggers are at home this next
week, hoping to continue two winning
streaks; both the current 3-game streak,
and also their home-game winning
streak. They have won all of their last
six home games.
UPS will face a stubborn Western
Washington team. The WWU Vikings
proved to be the spoiler in the Logger's
drive to the playoffs last year. They are
traditionally a tough game for the Logs.

Students appreciated
From Sports Information Office:
Saturday we will be raffling off prizes
to UPS students in attendance at our
game against Western Washington.
Generous 6th Avenue Merchants have
donated items for this special giveaway.
The University of Puget Sound athletic
department, football team and football
staff want to thank the students for an
exciting and spirited season. The pride is
back in Logger sports and our students
are responsible. See you at the game
1:00pm Saturday at Baker Stadium.

ka-lei-do-scope, n. 1: a new ASUPS program
designed for all Faculy, Staff, and Students
which will provide leadership opportunity and
culture for participants. 2: 3-4 day non-graded,
no-credit, open classroom of events. 3: program
P— —4 created by the UPS community for the UPS
community just prior to the start of Spring Semester!

KALEIDOSCOPE '87

Rhonda Thomas

UPS to host toumey
By Sports Information OTice

Championships at the Memorial
Fieldhouse this Friday and Saturday.
It is obvious after a 35-5 regular The Loggers earned the right to host the
season record that the UPS women's tourney by way of their 9-0 first-place
volleyball team is poised to make a run district finish.
at a national championship.
The tournament will include the top
The Loggers completed the regular six teams in a double elimination
season portion of their 1986 schedule on format. The Loggers will enter the
Friday night by dropping a match with tourny as the top-seeded team. Play
Portland State, 5-15, 7-15, 10-15. The begins on Friday as Lewis-Clark faces
Loggers had lost a 4-game match with CWU and Alaska-Pacific takes on WWU
UW on Wednesday by scores of 15-11, at 4:00 pm.
7-15, 3-15, 10-15.
The action continues Friday night
The UPS record includes only a single night with matches at 5:30, 7:00, and
loss to an NAIA school, that being a 8:30 pm. Saturday's action begins at
loss to Western Oregon at the Whitworth 5:00 and continues through the
Tournament back on September 19. The championship match at 8:00 pm.
Loggers came back to avenge that defeat The Loggers are the tournament
in the championship match and took the favorites and currently ranked 9th in the
Whitworth Tournament title.
NAIA Poll with their 35-5 overall
The team now must turn its attentions record.
to hosting the NAIA District I

JANUARY 15-18
1987

CREATE WHAT YOU THINK THIS UNIVERSITY
NEEDS!

I

.

IM- open forum offered

Do what you always wanted to do:
Create a workshop or program and put your
personal skills to work.

From IM Department

How? Get involved in...

NAME

PHONE NUMBER AND CONVENIENT
TIME WHEN YOU CAN BE REACHED

I
I

TM Department is offering this forum as
an oppurtunity to ensure that the IM
For all those interested in the UPS
Program will continue to improve, with
Intramural Program, there will be an
the input of students.
Open Forum on Tuesday, November 11,
At the meeting will be members of
at 7:00 pm in classroom #2 of the the TM Council, as well as the
Fieldhouse.
Intramural Director, Mike Durnin.
This will be a time for students to
Hopefully, all those with questions or
voice concerns and ask questions. The
concerns will be able to attend.
J0l
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Return the above form to the STUDENT PROGRAMS
OFFICE or call Yumi for moredetaiIs and information
at 756-3366 or 756-3367.
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Lia FRI:
Swimming at Husky Relays
Away
7:00pm
FRI-SAT:
NAIA
DIST. 1 V-BALL CHAMPIONSHIPS HOME ALL DAY
H
FOOTBALL VS. WESTERN WASHINGTON HOME
1:00pm
[J SAT:
Swimming at Central Washington Relays
Away
1:00pm

a

13

[]SUN:

L10

Crew Falcon 4-miler
W-SOCCER VS. U. OF OREGON
SWIMMING VS. U. OF ALBERTA

Away
10:00am
HOME 11:00am
HOME 11:00am
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swimmers nact gooct times
ByKathvHedges

Last weekend both the men's and
women's swim team came home with a
win from OSU. The men's scoring was
asfollows-UPS 300, OSU 116,
Willamette 35.
The women's
scoring-UPS 301, OSU 126, Willamette
32.
Coach Duncan reported that there
were several good times for this early in
the season." While the team did achieve
some good times, Duncan feels the men
will have to improve them to gain a
ilace in nationals.
For the first meet of the season the
women did surprisingly well; Some of
the women came home improving on
their best times. According to Coach
Scott many of the women have a good
chance of making it into nationals.

This Friday, November 7, at 7:00 pm,
both teams will take part in the Husky
Relays. Saturday afternoon, November
8, both teams will be in Ellensburg to
compete in the Central Relays. It is
unusual that both relays fall on the same
weekend but that is how the calender
worked this year.
If that isn't enough to tire the teams
out, on Sunday, November 9, the
Loggers take on University of Alberta at
11:00 am in the Warner pool. This
should be a good meet, the men would
like to hold on to the win they had last
year against Alberta.
The Alberta men's team is said to be
a stronger team this year. As for the
women, they would like to change the
loss they had against Alberta last year
and make it a strong win this year.
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Tough gaMe
ends season
By Eric Gilbertson
Seattle Pacific showed UPS why they
are the defending NCAA Division II
champions Saturday, defeating the
Loggers 4-0 in Northwest Collegiate
Soccer Conference men's soccer action.
The Falcons dominated most of the
match, only allowing UPS to mount
effective attacks in a short stretch
midway through the first half.
Danny Machado, Mark Faller, and
Craig Ottosen tallied one goal each for
SPU, with the other coming on a UPS
OWfl goal.
Machado took advantage of the Logger
defense's inability to clear the ball out of
its penalty area three minutes into the
match, scoring from eight yards after
picking up the loose ball.
The Loggers threatened 20 minutes
into the match when Bill Pethick beat an
SPU defender and blasted an eight-yarder
that Falcon goalkeeper Jeff Storrs made a
fine save on.
Just moments later, the Loggers had
another excellent chance when Todd
Holman broke through the Falcon
defense and had a breakaway against
Storrs. Holman eluded Storrs, but a
defender got to the ball three yards from
the goal before Holman could finish.
From that point on, it was all SPU,
as the Falcons struck for three
second-half scores.
Faller was the recipient of a fortunate
bounce moments into the second half, as
he was unable to control the ball after a
hectic scramble in the Logger penalty
area and shot home an easy five-yarder.
The Loggers dug themselves a deeper
hole with 16 minutes to play. An
attempted clearance header by defender
Larry Mariano was inadvertently directed
into the Logger net, making it 3-0
Falcons.
Ottosen capped the scoring with a
uccessfu1 penalty kick with only
seconds remaining.
UPS ended its season with a 12-7-1
record, a slight improvement over last
year's 12-8 slate.
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, Applications are now being accepted
for the University of PittsburghT
sponsored Semester at Sea.
Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey
- -.
aboard the American-built S.S. Universe
literally offers you the world.
You can earn 12-15 transferable units
from your choice of more than 50 lower and
upper division courses, while calling upon
-, places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong,
India,Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Spain.
It is a learning adventure designed to
transform students of every color, race and
creed into true citizens and scholars of
the world.

S

S

For full information, including a catalog and application, call
1-800-854-0195 / 1-412-648-7490 in PA. Or write Semester at Sea,
Institute for Shipboard Education,
University of Pittsburgh,
2E Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15260.

Then prepare for the
learning adventure of
yourlife.
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Representative on campus Wednesday, Nov. 12, and Thursday, Nov. 13.
FILM: Student Union Building, Thursday, Nov. 13 at 12:00 noon.
INFORMATION SESSION AND RECEPTION: Sunday, Nov. 16.

Seattle Sheraton

DOUGLAS ROOM 12:00 NOON.
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Team runs to Nationals
SPORTS IN BRIEF

By Rob Huff

KinD earns district title--women's team advances to nationals; The
Logger's Emmitt Kipp captured the NAIA District I Cross-Country championship
by running the 8k course in 25:45.2 and will advance to the NAIA National
Championships. Also at the national meet will be the entire UPS women's team
who qualified by placing third in the team competition.

Crew looking forward to regatta: The UPS Crew team will be racing in the
Falcon Four-Miler at Montlake Cut at 10:00 am this Saturday. This regatta,
hosted by SPU, will be the team's first chance to compete this year.
Loers host Volleyball Districts: The Loggers completed the regular
season portion of their 1986 schedule on Friday by dropping a match with Portland
State, 5-15, 7-15, 10-15. The UPS 35-5 record includes only a single loss to a
NAIA school. the Logger's attentions now turn to hosting the NAIA District I
Championships at the Fieldhouse this Friday and Saturday.
Men's soccer team wraps 1986 season: Coach Duggan's soccer team
finished the 1986 season on Saturday with a 4-0 defeat at the hands of SPU. The
Loggers ended the year with a 12-7-2 mark.
Women's soccer team hosts Oregon--prepares for regional tourney:
Coach Jenning's squad has qualified for a spot at the Regional Tournament by
capturing the District I Championship with a 5-0 record. Last week the Loggers
traveled to UC-Santa Barbara where they lost three tough matches. The Loggers are
now 7-5-2, not counting matches against club teams.

For the second time in three years the
UPS women's cross-country team has
qualified for the national championship
race on November 15 at the University
of Wisconsin. Two years ago the team
came in third overall and this group
hopes to do the same.
"It's hard to compare this team to the
last National's team," said Head Coach
Joe Peyton.
"The women are getting close to
reaching their potential through their
hard work this season," he continued.
Throughout the entire season the
women's team has shown improvement
beyond that of the other schools in the
district. Last week in Vancouver, B.C.
the girl's team placed only one point
behind the Simon Fraser University
team. It was the third consecutive week
they had improved against that
competition.
"I expect the women will fare well at
Nationals," said Peyton. "One of our
goals is to surpass Simon Fraser. Once
we do that then there's no telling where
we'll place. The improvement

Swimmers open season with a big splash: At the OSU Tn-Meet over the
weekend the Logger men garnered 300 points compared with Oregon State's 116
and Willamette's 35. On the women's side the Loggers collected 301 points to
out-distance OSU's 129 and Willamette's 32.

inroughout the week has been
outstanding," he elaborated.
One factor in the effects of the team
will be leadership. There have been three
different women who have led the team
at some point in the season, but Peyton
cites junior Lisa Garnett as the
emotional leader.
"Lisa's a veteran from the last
National's team and she's been tough all
seasn," said Peyton.
"Her experience with the big meet in
the past can't help but be a benefit," he
1ed
Also accompanying the girl's squad of
six runners will be the UPS men's
running phenomenon, Emmitt Kipp. At
the district finals last weekend Kipp
continued his winning streak that now
stands at six, by outrunning the
competition by eight seconds.
"It was a close race compared to the
rest of the year," said Kipp. "I was
feeling sick the whole way."
When asked about Kipp's chances of
following up an outstanding season with
one final win and a national title, Peyton
explained that the competition will be
much tougher at National.

Due to a printing problem, The Trail is coming out today, Friday,
iVovember 7, instead of Thursday, November 6. We regret any
in convenience this may cause.
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' Elastic, plastic Cheese?
' Leather Crust?
EZ I3reasg Sauce?

is guur answer!
COME IN AND
TRY OUR PIZZA

Coming Soon!
LIVE

$2.00

at the cellar Open Mic
WEDNESDAY
at 8:00 pm.

and get

Two free cokes
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with their PIZZH?

Off any large Pizza
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Put yourself
in printt
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Please bring your submissions to room 005
in the basement oft/ic Union, or call us at

Come in and share your
talent; Music, Jokes. etc.
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The obvious limitations of SDI
By Dexter Van Zile

The Strategic Defense Initiative (S DI) has been advertised as a
weapons system that will eliminate nuclear weapons. The advocates of
SDI state that a defensive system coupled with nuclear arms
negotiations will reduce the threat of nuclear war and make nuclear
weapons 'impotent and obsolete".
While there is some ambivalence among the proponents of SDI over
the specifics of the program, they hope to eventually achieve a space
based system that would destroy strategic missiles with laser
technology. The benefits of such a system would be a departure from
the immoralities of deterrence and the separation of America's destiny
from the behavior of the USSR.
Since the construction of a ballistic missile defense (BMD) system
would put put an enormous burden on our technological resources and
have a tremendous effect on our relations with the USSR, it is
important to evaluate the limitations of SD!.
When evaluating any BMD system it is imperative to recognize at the
outset that the number of missiles it stops is unimportant. What is
significant is the number of missiles it fails to stop. The enormous
destructive capability of nuclear weapons makes the cost of letting in
even a few missiles prohibitively high.
Without a BMD system, we are sure to suffer complete annihilation
should we be attacked with nuclear missiles. But since both sides
maintain enormous overkill capacity, the advocates of SD! cannot
prove the amount of damage will be any less if even half the missiles
were prevented from reaching their targets.
Even if the destruction caused was halved, there is good reason to
question whether this damage would be acceptable. While the
See SD! page 16
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Complaints about us?
Then complain to us!
By Amy Stephenson

This piece is on the opinion page. The opinon page of a newspaper is a place for
the editors, staff members, and readers of the paper to express their opinons. Every
newspaper does this; the most evident local example is the TNT's "Insight" section.
Forgive me for putting this in such simplistic terms, but it came to my
attention at a recent Media Board meeting that some of our readers don't realize that
the opinion page is opinion.
(For those of you who don't know what the Media Board is, it's a panel that
meets every two weeks to discuss the media. It's a place to air any questions you
may have about the Trail, Tamanawas, KUPS, or Crosscurrents.)
At this Media Board meeting I attended, two of the members said that people
have come to them with concerns and complaints about the Trail. Among these
concerns were questions about layout, content, and photos. One person had even
asserted that the Trail was a Communist newspaper!
The complainants didn't explain just what they didn't like about content and
layout or what things made them think this was a Communist paper. When the
members of the Media Board asked them to write down their complaints or explain
their comments, they declined.
We welcome your comments, bad or good. They are a way for us to know what
the readers of the Trail think of the job we are doing. That's why we have space for
letters to the editor and why, unlike last fall's editor, I do not respond to them. That
is why we listen to the feedback of the Media Board and of students who do come to
us or write letters.
If you don't let us know your complaints we can't do anything to answer or
resolve them. We are not mind readers. We don't know that you have a complaint if
you don't write or talk to us, and we don't know what specific things you have
problems with if you just say "well, I don't like the content" or '1 think the layout
is bad."
Tell us what you think. Write letters. Come to the office and talk to us -- we're
in SUB 011, across from the Cellar. Come to a Media Board meeting-- we meet
every other Tuesday at 4pm in SUB 202, an upstairs meeting room, and our next
meeting is Tuesday, November 18. If you don't bother to tell us, don't just gripe.
As in anything, your complaints are ineffective if you don't relay them to someone
who can do something about them or if you are vague.
It is possible to voice your complaints. It is even possible to write letters that
are not specifically for publication -- my mother does it all the time. But don't just
suffer in silence, because we have no crystal ball and we cannot sense that someone
has a complaint. We are not faith healers or psychics. If you have questions, you
have to ask them, or we will not change a thing.
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Poets, others respond
Wh ittaker

Are they naive?

No way, don't pay
I was thrilled to see the marvelous
scandal splashed across the front page of
last week's Trail. It's nice to see that the
students of UPS are coming out of their
conservative shells. It's enough to make
John Belushi -- God rest his soul -- very,
very proud.
I say we use the whole situation to
our advantage. One might be asking,
how should we do that? Well, I've got it.
The perfect solution: don't pay. Refuse.
No way, Jack. Get UPS's fine name
thrashed across the front page of the
Tacoma News Tribune. Embarrass
everyone. Run amuck in the streets. Run
naked and amuck in the streets. Tell the
Holiday Inn that you absolutely
REFUSE to give them one thin dime
until UPS divests every bloody cent that
it has invested in South Africa.
What the hell. It's worth a shot.
Love and sarcasm,
Lisa L. Davenport
ASUPS Senator and Hell Raiser

Gamma Phi
thanks campus
I would like to take this time to
express my thanks to everyone who
helped make the Blood Drive at Gamma
Phi Beta on Novemeber 3rd such a huge
success.
To begin, ROTC did an excellent job
helping with publicity and also helping
out a great deal with the "set-up" and
"tear-down" of the Blood Drive facilities.
My second thank-you goes to all of
the independents who came across
campus, most of whom I did not know,
to donate blood. It gave me a good
feeling to know that they went Out of
their way to help with a good cause.
I also owe a great many thanks to the
men of Kappa Sigma, the men of Beta
Theta Pi, the men of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and my sisters of Gamma Phi
Beta who donated their time and blood. I
wish I could thank each one of you
personally!
We received a total of nearly sixty
pints of blood which is twice as much as
I ever expected. If you are wondering, all
of it is being donated to a friend of mine
who was in a car accident in August. I
know he is grateful for your help.
The success of the blood drive is an
asset to our student body and it proves
that there still are many students on the
UPS campus who do take the time to
care.
Thanks again to everyone who helped
me out. You made my day!
Sincerely,
Whitney Conover

to Mark

Where's the wit?
As I view the world with an open mind
I see extreme injustice, degrading all
morality
How can a person accept this reality?
The world must be changed: greed, fear,
hate to love.
We are all on this planet together,
humans must help each other
I'o not help another in need is a crime
igainst humanity
\pathy caused degeneration, action can
provide equality
Is it so naive to care for others?
Do only the disillusioned strive for
peace?
If this is the case, the human race is lost
We will kill ourselves soon, with eternal
hate
To value money over human life is
suicidal
Has greed devoured your mind?
Do you care for your own kind?
Or will you, Mark, seek your own death
by placing cash over another one's life?
Rusty Whipple

We care enough
He stands unmoving
Watching the destruction
Then calls us confused confused
For taking action
Naive and narrow - minded
so he claims are we
HYPOCRITE!
We give a damn
About the world we live in
We care enough to take a stand.
There are more than words involved
here. There are people ... lives. There are
more then "a few downtrodden." Many
more. And if there were only a few,
would they matter less? If there were no
profit to be lost would there be such
opposition?Don't answer, you're opinion
is shown as clear as your ignorance.
If "basking in delusion" means
believing in changing wrongs, I'll bask
until dead.
Continue watching us. The results may
not be overnight. What do you expect?
Santa Claus handing you packages of
peace, prosperity and justice one
morning?
Grow up.
Results occure. It takes time. Have
patience, little boy. The more you stand
around; the more of you standing around,
the longer it takes. Capichd?
If you enjoy condemning others for
having the courage you lack while
trapped in your own materialistic little
world you may be surprised one day
when someone pops your bubble. Let's
hope is burst soon. Before its too late.
Kristin Bryant

Are those who seek change naive?
In a world so desperately needing change
To accuse and to act are two seperate
actions
Accusing accomplished nothing,
acting causes change
Where injustice exists a voice must
rise, regardless of the injustice
Those who lie idel lie in a poo1 of
blood
Action clears the consicence, you can
bet your ass
Working against insanity and oppression
is this naive?
Stick to your accusations until the
bloodshed drowns your idle ramblings
And I'll stick to action until nothing
is left to be done.
Craig Combs

Education
effects change
For the benefit of blinded individuals
such as Mark Whittier who believe that
the problems of this world are
insurmountable and should be ignored
because nothing can be done at our
small, isolated university to bring about
a desired change, I wish to offer some
insight.
Having never met you Mr. Whittier, I
am assuming that you are a college
student and do attend classes with the
purpose of learning about the world. The
belief that I and many fellow students
hold is that education is not merely
passive. One of the lofty ideals that I
share with many students, teachers, and
even a few trustees is that there is an
inter-connectedness to the world and that
this university's investments effect what
is happening in S. Africa.
In learning of the autrocities of the
system of apartheid in S. Africa, and that
companies doing business within S.
Africa perpetuate the economy of the
country and therefore support the twisted
governmental system of insitutionalized
racism, our university, by divesting its
funds, will further pressure the
companies in which we own stock to end
their business ties with South Africa.
Our education allows us the tools to
bring about a desired change: in this
case, the smashing of apratheid and the
end of institutionalized rascism.
Are we confused? It appears that we
have a clear purpose and are putting our
education to use. Are we basking in
disillusionment? The continual pulling
out of large companies doing business in
South Africa will answer that.
If you have problems sleeping at
night, Mr. Whittier, I pity YOUR
narrow vision, but being a fellow human
being I offer you some hope. Look a bit
further and you may begin to understand.
Open your eyes and mind and do
something with your education instead of
being lost in the confusion.
Tarn Fahey

RA questions
Miller's liason
work
At this point in time I feel it
necessary to bring about some concerns
regarding the senate liason program and a
certain member of the senate.
I am an R.A. in Seward Hall. Over the
past 9 weeks Ken Miller was supposed
to be our contact with senate. However,
as an R.A., I still have not seen Ken
Miller in the hall. Admittedly, I was not
present for his in hall liason meetings
(he held only two for the term he was
our liason) as they were scheduled during
our staff meetings; or he gave us only
two or three hours notice. This notice
was never in person; it usually appeared
in the mail with a note attached asking
the R.A.'s to distribute the notices
through the mail. No advance contact.
No posters. No attempt to reach the hall
staff. Only faceless notices through the
mail.
Furthermore, Ken also never posted
any information concerning the senate.
No liason reports. only two liason
meetings. And most of the Seward
residents couldn't pick Ken Miller out of
a police line-up.
I feel this reflects the poor attitude
Ken has towards his duties. He even
spoke out against the senate imposing
any sort of control over the progress of
the liason program. His objections were
recorded in an earlier Trail issue. And
looking at Ken's record of service in
Seward, I know why he didn't want
senate checking up on him.
Seward is rid of him now and all I can
do is to lament over the next hall that
has Ken as their "liason".
Joel Soderberg

Letters to the editor must
be received by noon on
Tuesday for publication in
Thursday's issue. It would be
appreciated if letters were
typed or printed legibly.
Letters over 300 words will
hot be printed. They may be
brought to the Trail office
or sent through Campus
Mail. Remember, letters will
be printed as written. We
t.'ill not correct your
mistakes. We have enough
problems correcting our
own.
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Continued from page 14
proponents of SD! argue that any
decrease in the destruction suffered is
worth the money put into SD!, they
have yet to prove there would be anyone
in a position to rejoice over the partial
success of SD! alter a nuclear exchange.
Another problem with SDI becomes
obvious when the limitations of its
scope are studied. SD! is meant to stop
strategic missiles. Even if the system
was 100% effective, our vulnerability to
nuclear weapons would not be
eliminated.
There are many other ways to blow us
up. Cruise missiles launched from
bombers or submarines could easily
deliver nuclear warheads to their targets.
One science fiction author has even
suggested the possibility of nuclear
warheads being smuggled past our
borders and detonated simultaneously at
strategic places throughout the country.
If someone really wanted to nuke us,
they could, even if we had a perfect

But the chance of SD! being 100% system was not 100% effective, it could
effective the first time it is used is be all but eliminated in a first strike.
In response to these arguments, SDI
marginal. Undoubtedly, computers will
advocates admit nuclear proliferation or
constitute a large part of the tracking and
technological advancement could make
targeting system used to aim the beam
any defense system useless, making it
lasers at their targets. The software used
to direct the computers in their
necessary to conduct successful arms
calculations will be complex and will control negotiations to prevent this
have to be constantly changed and
from happening. Arms control
adapted to meet the changing capabilities
agreements would hopefully limit the
of the soviet missile force. The chance of effectiveness of offensive systems to
this software being error free is very low.
levels low enough to be managed by
Unfortunately, there will be no second
existing defensive systems.
chance to correct the software after a
At this point it is important to
nuclear exchange.
remember one of the main purposes of
In addition to the problems inherent to SD!. An effective defensive system
the defense system itself, proponents of
would supposedly separate our destiny
SDI have to contend with the variable of from the behavior of the Soviet Union.
an enemy who will do whatever is
But if the success of SDI is dependent on
necessary to maintain the destructive
the restraint exercised by the USSR, as
capability of its nuclear force. The
the proponents of the system admit, our
Soviets could either strengthen their destiny would not be separated at all
missiles with new technologies or devise from behavior of the Soviet Union.
ways of destroying the system with
Themain problem SD! suffers from is
space weapons of their own. They would that the philosophy behind it rests on the
probably do both. Also, SD! proponents premise that the nuclear weapons and not
must ueai wan we possioiiiry mat ii we we conflict tney stem trom are tne
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problem. The reality is nukes are merely
a symptom of the conflict between the
USA and the USSR and no solution to
the nuclear arms race will work unless
underlying political disagreements are
resolved. No defensive technology, no
matter how glamourous it looks, can
work if either side does not want it to.
One argument in favor of SDI has
been that since the Soviets have
complained so loudly about our
intentions there must be some value in
SD! as a defensive system. This is not
necessarily true. SD! could quite easily
be used as an offensive system,
especially if it had the capability to
destroy missiles close to the earth's
surface. If we had such capability, we
would also be able to destroy other
targets. This would give us a temporary
superiority of dubious value.
The most unfortunate aspect of SDI is
that while the wisdom of implementing
such a system is suspect, it is probably
inevitable that the system will be
constructed. Some days are better than
uu1c1.
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Your Dorm
or Greek House
Can WIN 20
FREE PIZZAS
PLUS
$50.00 for Beverages
--------------------------------------------------------Late Night

SPECIAL
"The Appetizer Pizza"

$3m49
------ I

---------------------------------------------------------

Two

12" Two Item

PIZZAS
with 4 Soft Drinks

$9.99
Expires: December 6, 1986

HERE-'S HOW
1

Th e reek house or Dorm'Floor
that orders THE MOST PIZZAS
Between Oct. 31 and Dec. 6th
is the WINNER
Just leave the name of your house or
dorm floor when you order.

Call Now

759=571 1

FIRST WEEK'S RESULTS
1st Place: Phi Delta Theta
2nd Place: Basement, University Hall
3rd Place: Sigma Nu

